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Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is an important branch of
fluid mechanics that is concerned with the flow of an
electrically conducting fluid or gas in the presence of a
magnetic field. When a conducting fluid moves through a
magnetic field, an electric current may be induced, and this
current interacts with the magnetic field to produce forces
on the fluid [2). These MHD interactions have served as the
theoretical foundations for a number of technological
developments and investigations. Currently, there is an
interest in utilizing the MHD process for designing
propulsion systems in rockets and space vehicles and for
electric power generation for commercial use.
This paper is concerned with the analysis of a
mathematical model of a simplified problem for MHD
electrical power generation. The primary objectives of the
research were twofold : First, exact solutions were sought
to the system of partial differential equations that
described the channel flow problem with particular interest
on the velocity, pressure, density, and temperature
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distribution of the flowing gas. Secondly, it was the aim
of this paper to Investigate the history and background of
MUD power generation.
This thesis is being presented in four parts. In
Chapter I, we present historical information on the MHD
process and the current state of actvity in MHD power
generation. In Chapter II, the mathematical model for the
channel flow problem that is being addressed is given. The
governing vector equations are converted to scalar
equations. Chapter III is concerned with the solutions of
the scaler equations derived in Chapter II. Chapter IV
contains some concluding remarks.
SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY
B = MAGNETIC INDUCTION VECTOR
B = APPLIED MAGNETIC VECTOR
0
b = Induced Magnetic Field
X
J = ELECTRIC CURRENT DENSITY VECTOR
D = ELECTRIC DISPLACEMENT VECTOR
H = MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY VECTOR
E = ELECTRIC FIELD VECTOR
V = VELOCITY VECTOR




Q = TOTAL ENERGY PER UNIT MASS
= MASS DENSITY
j^= CHARGE DENSITY
r = ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
k = THEMAL CONDUCTIVITY
fl= VISCOSITY
S = ELECTRICAL PERMEABILITY
u = MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY
C = SPECIFIC HEAT AT A CONSTANT VOLUME
V






The principles of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) power
generation have been known for many years. In 1831, Faraday
discovered that an electric current could be induced in a
circuit using a moving conductor element as an alternative
to electrochemical means. This discovery made electricity
commercially important because it led to the development of
mechanical devices for transforming other forms of energy
into electric energy [5].
Faraday's experiment showed that electrical power could
be generated by substituting liquid metal mercury for a
conductive wire moving within a magnetic field. An electric
generator based on this principle is called a
magnetohydrodynamic or MHD generator [5]. However, only a
few efforts have been made to produce generators based on
MHD interaction. The lack of concern was because the
technology had not been developed. It was not until the
rocket and space programs needed materials that were capable
of withstanding extreme temperatures for atmospheric reentry
that their development began and with it a renewal of
interest in MHD power generation. In the past few years,
interest in MHD power generation has increased. Research
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and Development is now being conducted in several countries
including the United States, the Soviet Union, Japan, Great
Britain, France, and Poland [5].
A detailed description of the components of an MHD
electric power generator is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, a brief description as detailed by M. Petrick (see
[5]) is as follows: The MHD generator consists of a channel
with an appropriate array of conductors and insulators
located within a magnetic field. A conductive fluid or gas
is heated by chemical or nuclear means and made to flow
through the channel. By means of suitable electrodes
connected to an external load, part of the energy of the gas
is converted directly into electricity. The MHD generator
is beleived to be a simpler device than conventional
generators because it does not have as many moving parts.
This reduction in moving parts also allows the MHD generator
to use fluids and gases at much higher temperatures than
conventional generators. This higher temperature in the gas
leads to an increased conversion efficiency in the
production of electricity.
Generating electricity via the MHD process becomes
practical only with the proper blend of fluid velocity,
electrical conductivity of the fluid, and the strength of
the magnetic field. Consequently, much of the current
research in the field is concerned with these three
7
elements. This has lead to three approaches to MHD power
generation: open-cycle plasma, closed-cycle plasma and
liquid metal concepts. In a closed cycle system, the gas
passes through the channel and is returned through the
system again. In the open cycle concept the gas passes into
the atmosphere after leaving the generator. In the liquid
metal process, as the name indicates, a liquid metal is used
as the working fluid.
Most of the work on designing and building an MHD
generator was started in the 1960's. Although a great deal
of progress has been made in MHD technology, it appears that
a commercially usable MHD power plant is still some years
away.
CHAPTER TWO
DESCRIPTION OF THE MHD MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider here an ionized fluid flowing in a rectangular
channel acted upon by a constant magnetic field B
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(4) Conservation of Mass
v»( ) = 0
(5) Maxwell's Equations
JDB
V X E = —
■Dt
V X B = ^J V • B = 0
Using equations (1) through (5), we can
equation called the induction equation.
'jr»J = 0
derive another useful(6)INDUCriON EQUATION
1
— = vx( VxB)— vx(rxB)
■J>t
The boundary Conditions for this problem can be taken as;
V = 0aty = b , y = -b , z = a and z = - a
T is constant aty = -b , y = b , z =-a and z = a.
The stationary problem — =0 has been studied by several
investigators under various simplifying assumptions. However
very little has been done for the time-varying case with a
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non-uniform spatial temperature distribution which would result
when a fluid is ionized by a laser beam. We propose to study a
a special case of the general problem described in equations(1)through (6). Our simplified problem will be characterized
by the following assumptions and boundary conditions.
(7)
B =( b , 0 , B ) where B is a constant
X o o
V =( u , 0 , 0 )
J =( 0 , j , 0 ) where J is a function of z only
y
E =( 0 , E , 0 ) where E is a function of z only
y
The boundary conditions for this problem are:
(1) u = 0atz = a and z = -a
(2) T = constant at z = a and z = -a(3)n^xB = 0atz=a and z = -a
In the first stage of the problem we will consider the case
where viscosity equals to zero (/tj=0). Using the assumptions
given in (7), the vector equations (1) through (6) can be
converted to their corresponding scalar equations. We have
listed below the converted scalar equations for the case
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that correspond to the vector equations. The first
set of scalar equations corresponds to the vector equation
number one; the second scalar equation corresponds to vector
equation number two; and the other scalar equations
are related in the same manner.
SCALAR EQUATIONS = 0)
(1)
— + pu — = — +
I)t *' c>x "Dx jii 3z
b




(3) j E - UB )
y y o
DU Df
n — + U -- = 0
J Dx Dx
(2) '^~r




(5) — = — — = 0
Dz t>t •&X
•^bx





— = 0 — = 0
"Zy ■Dy
In order to indicate how these scalar equations were
derived, we will demonstrate how the equations that correspond
to the vector equation number one were derived. Consider
DV
_ _ _
— = -vP + y + J X B
Dt




-vP + J X B
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Note our assumptions:
B=(b ,0,B ) — Where B is a constant
X 0 0
V = ( u , 0 , 0 )
“( 0 > j > 0 ) — Where J is a function of z only
y





Since v X B =^ it follows that the cross product between vector




Hence the conservation of momentum equation can now be written
as the following:
■iV 1
(2.1) p -- + p ( V.v ) V = - rP + -( V X B ) X B^ tit X ji
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Now using our assumptions, equation 2.1 converts into
•DU "DU DP DP
(2.2) i (P— + pu -- ) = ( -i j k -- ) +^Dt J i>X Dx
B Ijbx IbDlV
ylt y4l Jit^z
Vectors i ,j , k are given by i=(l,0,0), j=(0,l,0) , k=(0,0,l).
Next we shall set the corresponding component parts on
the left side of equation 2.2 equal to its corresponding part on
the right side of equation 2.2. After this is done equation 2.2
gives us the following scalar equations:
DU DU DP B 5b^
(2.3) 0 — + pfi — = — +






(2.5) — + 0
Dz ju. ^Z
Similarly, scalar equations (2) through (5) were deduced
in the same fashion. The relations listed in (5) (Maxwell's
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Equations) can be used to simplify the scalar equations
(1) through (4). As a result of this simplification, we obtain








(2.8) pCy— = —
Dt (pfi (i>z )
t>bx -ab. -ju
— = J«t dr%—
'bz ^ St ^ Sz
Our task now is to solve the system (2.6) through (2.9).
CHAPTER THREE
EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE PARTIAL DEFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In Chapter II, the scaler equations modeling our MHD
flow problem were reduced to equations (1.6) through (1.9).
For convience, we list them again below;
7>U b.
(2.6) / -- +
"bt «>X p. Z
2)P b^Db^
(2.7) -- + 0
■DZ p ^Z
2)T 1 / T>bx
(2.8) pc — (
V t Q^\
)b;( Dbj, 3U
(2.9) — = pt /ktBo—
"^Z Dt DZ
In order to solve this system, we will attempt to
produce a new partial differential equation (PDE) in
one unknown function. We proceed by taking the partial
of equation 2.9 with respect to "t" and the partial
of 2.6 with respect to "Z". We obtain.
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“DU -1 DP -^by
(3.2) + -1
■<>tt>Z J>t)x'^Z '^z
Notice that if we substitute equation 3.2 into equation 3.1






7>Z^t ‘Dt j> <)X'c5Z
% I) by
+
Using relations given in the converted scaler equations
it is possible to deduce that the pressure must be of the










7>Zl>t 7)t^ j ‘DZ^




In order to solve equation 3.6, we will use the well
known technique of separation of variables. Here, we
assume that b = 2(z)T(t) and attempt to find Z(z) and T(t)
X
by solving two ordinary differential equations. Taking
partials and and substituting in 3.5 we obtain:
2
<r%




(3.7) Z" ( T' + — T ) = ^ZT"
f






Since Z(z) is a function of "z" alone and T(t) is a
function of "t" alone, the only way that the two equations









The differential equations to be solved along with the
boundary conditions are:
2
Z"- C^Z= 0 and T" - C T' - ( CjrB^ ) T = 0
Z(0)=0 Z(+_a)=0 T(0)=0
In solving the above differential equations there are
three cases to consider , C = 0 , C > 0 and G < 0. The
case C = 0 leads to the trivial case, Z(z)=0. This
forces b = ZT= 0. We are not Interested in the case
X
where G > 0 because the function T(t) turns out to be an
exponentially increasing function. But as the parameter
"t" becomes larger we realize that for physical reasons
this solution will not lead to an acceptable solution
to our channel flow problem. Therefore we will
consider only the case where G < 0.
Let G = -"Ts where')\> 0 and consider,
(3.9) Z" - ZjifZ = 0
Now we shall attempt to solve equation 3.9 by assuming that
20
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Z = e . After taking the second derivative of "Z" and




M + K =0
1
After performing some algebraic manipulations the solution to
the charactertic equation is the following:
M = + i^K^
Since we assume Z(z) had an exponential solution it can be
written exponentially in the following form:




It is well known that the general solution above can be
expressed in the following form.
(3.12) Z(z) =C Cos IeT z + C SinJF z
3 14 1
Note the boundary conditions Z(0)=0, Z(j2)=0. This
implies that Z(0)=C = 0.
3
We can conclude that equation 3.12 is reduced to the
following:
(3.13) Z(z) = C Sin\|K z
4 1
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Now we apply the initial condition Z(a) =* 0. After
this we can conclude that equation 3.13 reduces to equation
3.14 below;
Z(a) = C Sin ( Jk )a = 0
4 1
(3.14) G Sin(^ )a = 0;
4 1




where j^ is an
We now have Z(z) in the form,
Z(z) = C Sin(
4 (3C
,2




Therefore —u- = Aur-and -- = /i .
a!" ^
Now we shall attempt to solve the second differential
equation:
I" - C T' -( QfB^ ) T = 0 , C = - A
The characteristic equation for the above second order linear
differential equation is:
2 iL ^ 2
(3.15) « +)lM + "^arSo - 0
/
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The charactertic equation 3.9 is also a quadratic equation




We will consider only the case where the discriminant is
negative. This case is suggested by considering specific
values for <I^, andj? for a gas. In order to control the
value of , i.e
0 . +1 » ±2 . .
we will take = 1.
Now we shall rewrite 3.16 in the form of equation 3.17.




Let A = and B
Then M = A + Bi and the solution T(t) can be written as
At
(3.18) T(t) = e ( C Cos Bt + C Sin Bt )
5 6





T(t) = C e Sin Bt.
Recall that b = Z(z)T(t). Substituting the expressions
X
for Z(z) and T(t) we obtain.
At 'TTb = Ce Sin Bt Sin (
X ^
Substituting values for A and B , we obtain
/
Having found b , it is possible to find P(z,t) from
X
equation 2.7 and T(t) from 2.8. Finally, using P(z,t) and
b (z,t) we can find U(z,t) from 2.6.
X
SOLUTIONS WHEN VISCOSITY IS A NONZERO CONSTANT
The second stage of the problem is the case when
viscosity is a nonzero constant. The conservation of
momentum and conservation of energy are the only two
vector equations where the constant appears. Therefore
these equations will deviate from the converted scalar



















Since the remaining vector equations in (1) through (5)
of Chapter 2 do not involve the term their scalar
equations will remain the same. Using Ohm's law, the
Conservation of Mass, and Maxwell's equations, the new
condensed set of scalar equations can be shown to be :
(3.23)
•DU --y
O _ + +
J "Dt Dx yU "Dz
S. A
(3.24)
^ bjj 7)b^ ^













In order to get an exact solution of the above system,
we will make the additional assumption that pressure is only
a function of "z" and "t". Therefore , -d? With
— = 0.
•OX
this assumption our new system is
(3.27)
•DU -DU
^ — = - — + ^ —









- = /J* jarfio—■Dz*^ -ot -az
(3.30)
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In order to solve this system, we Introduce dimensionless
variables :
U
u = — ,
U
/>» (>x







TT IU = _ \ U dz
With these variables, system (3.31) becomes :
'k' ^
-ou ^ "Db^j -ou





We now let v = u + and w = u - b^ and
assume that ji.dP'V - !• (This technique has been used in
Sutton and Sherman [6] in in treating a time dependent
28








iz " + ■az^
Boundary and Initial conditions are :
v( 0, z) = A , where A Is a constant
1) = 0
v(t;, -1) = 0




wiX , -1) = 0 , v('f, 1) =0 v( 0, z) = A.
Let v(r ,z) = Z(z) T(r). Then





. >1 > 0
Therefore,
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T + ^ T = 0 and Z + H^Z +^Z = 0.
where , Z(0)= 0 and Z(l) = 0
Consider the differential equation for Z(z). The
characteristic equation is; M^+ H^M +71 = 0.
The solutions are:
M
One can show that the only meaningful case is when
- 4^ <0. Therefore , in this case
i \l
and the general solution is given by ,
-[[Li
Z(2) - e cA 1 1
We now impose the boundary conditions :
Z(l) = 0 and Z(-l) = 0 implies that ;
~]hri





where , = n?r
n = 1,2 3,
Now solving for we obtain ,
4 n + H'A.
2 JL
n r +
Consider now , the equation for T('t') ,
T ' + ^>1 T = 0
The general solution is XCTT) C e . Hence ,
.-(*** t)TiiX) = C e
3
Recall that v(X > z) = T('i:)Z(z). We now obtain






In order to satisfy the initial condition , we will






C e Sin(n’27)z e
n
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Applying the initial condition ; v(0 , z) = A
we obtain ,
A = e I'.
Ms I
Sin( nTr)z
Observe that since { sin( nlT) } , n= 1, 2, 3,
form an orthogonal set on [ 0,1 ] we have
,1
Sln( a'Tfz) Sin( m'Tfz) dz = { 0 , if n ^ m
1
—
, if n = m
2
This implies that ,
. c5L
C = 2A \ e Sin( n7r)z dz
m




j m + 1
1 + e (-1)
^ ik x/n /y-
Therefore , / di. ./n^^ I /
Sin(m^) e
^ f ry^. n.
m-! ^
1
r(2 j'X) = 2A
Similarly ,one can show that w(z ,T) is;
32
w(z ,'V)
where DCz,*^) Sin {n'jfz)
'C
Having found u(z,*C’) and b (z ,'X) , we can use
X
equation (3.28) to find the pressure P(z , T) and
equation (3.29) to find the temperature T(z
CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
The analysis of the MHD flow problem contained in this
thesis demonstrates the feasibility of obtaining exact
solutions for a simplified time dependent model. The problem
that was addressed herein essentially corresponded to a one-
dimensional flow problem. Based on the effort required to
find exact solutions to this simple model, the writer expects
that two dimensional and three dimensional models would be
much more difficult. Consequently, it is expected that
numerical techniques will be required to handle the more
difficult problems.
In regard to the second objective of determining the
status of MHD power generation, the literature seems to
suggest that MHD is a promising method for electric power.
However, most of the effort appears to be directed at using
the MHD process as a "topper" to a conventional generator.
By combining an MHD generator with a steam system, it is
believed that overall efficiency could be Increased by
perhaps fifty percent. It has also been suggested that the
MHD process of power generation would be less hazardous to
the environment than conventional systems since there would
33
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be far less pollutants discharged into the atmosphere.
There is some current interest in using the MHD
technology in power systems for space vehicles. One such
system involves a central power station beaming energy via
lasers to remote satellites containing MHD generators. Such
a system gives rise to a time dependent mathematical model
similar to the one addressed in this thesis. It is hoped
that the analysis of the time dependent model contained here
will be useful in addressing more complex three dimensional
systems.
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